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Forward-Looking Statements

Safe Harbor | Disclaimers

This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties, including, but not limited to, statements regarding storage technology, upcoming storage platforms, and product development efforts, business strategy, growth opportunities, market and ecosystem adoption, demand for digital storage and market trends. Forward-looking statements should not be read as a guarantee of future performance or results, and will not necessarily be accurate indications of the times at, or by, which such performance or results will be achieved, if at all. Forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual performance or results to differ materially from those expressed in or suggested by the forward-looking statements.

Key risks and uncertainties include volatility in global economic conditions, actions by competitors, business conditions, growth in our markets, product development, pricing trends and fluctuations in average selling prices, and other risks and uncertainties listed in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) and available on the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov, including our most recently filed periodic report, to which your attention is directed. We do not undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise, except as required by law.
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What is CDI, What is Open CDI?

• IDC defines Composable Disaggregated Infrastructure:
  “The application-centric approach to IT — building environments that require new levels of scale, automation, and flexibility — can be effectively delivered via composable/disaggregated infrastructure (CDI) and could become a common approach to deal with this duality.”

• Benefits over traditional Infrastructure
  – Improved flexibility
  – Reduced cost
  – Speed to provision virtual systems
  – Ease of scaling up and out
  – Application level control (Orchestration)

• Open CDI
  – Provides all the benefits of CDI
  – Eliminates vendor lock in as resources from multiple vendors are composed into virtual systems

1. IDC Worldwide Composable/Disaggregated Infrastructure Forecast, 2018–2023
Open Composability
Provides the advantages of Hardware Composed Infrastructure with no vendor lock-in

Hardware Disaggregation

Disaggregate hardware components from the server so they can be efficiently pooled

Composability

Orchestrate virtual systems that can be optimally sized to the task
Edge Data Center Characteristics well serviced by Open CDI

Open CDI is great for the edge

**Edge Data Center Characteristics**

- Extension of the cloud
- Distributed locations
- Sparsely staffed / not staffed
- Low Latency compared to centralized cloud
- Changing workloads / new problems to solve
- Provide cloud like services, but with reduced latency
- Interconnected to cloud and to other edge datacenters

**Open CDI Applicability**

- Architected for hyper-scale & high availability
- Limited only by the scale of the fabric
- OC API intended for remote access & control
- Latency is a function of the fabric, not Architecture
- Key attribute driving Open CDI
- Enabled by OC API, but is a feature of orchestration
- Ethernet fabric is ubiquitous
Open Composable Ecosystem
Western Digital and partners making Open CDI reality
OpenFlex™ Fabric Attached Devices

All-Flash Fabric Device and Enclosure

High-Capacity Fabric & High-Performance Compute Device Concepts

OpenFlex F3100 - High performance, low latency for fast data

OpenFlex D4000 - High capacity for big data

OpenFlex C2000 - High performance compute

OpenFlex™-over-Fabric | Infrastructure Disaggregation | Software Composable
Standards Activities In Support of Open CDI
Utilizing Existing Standards Organizations to Enable Open CDI

SNIA / SFF
• SFF-TA-1013 Fabric Device Mechanical
• SFF-TA-1014 Fabric Device Connector
• SFF-TA-1015 Fabric Device Pinout

Proposed Open Compute Storage Projects
• Open Composable API Specification
• F3000 Mechanical Design
Open Composable API
REST based commands for orchestration

Device Discovery
GET /Query

System Discovery
GET /System/Query

Compose Systems
POST /System/Composites

Create Storage Volumes
POST /Storage/Devices/{id}/Volumes/{id}

Compose your virtual systems with one API

Email inquiries to OpenComposableAPI@wdc.com
Conclusion

Open Composable Disaggregated Infrastructure Advantages for Edge

• Western Digital is investing to bring the benefits of Composable Disaggregated Infrastructure together with Open standards free of vendor lock-in

• Open Composable Disaggregated Infrastructure can solve many of the challenges facing designers of Edge data centers. Open CDI is well suited for
  – Distributed data centers
  – Remote control
  – Easy configuration for rapid deployment
  – Low latency path to storage
  – Interconnected to cloud and peer data centers

• A growing ecosystem of partners are creating end-to-end solutions